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The Morgan Library and Museum 

A universal institution fixated on the European and American societies, the Morgan, 

located in New York, houses one of the world’s leading collections of manuscripts, rare books, 

and works of art. The Morgan Library and Museum began as a private library of banker Pierpont 

Morgan (1837 -1913), one of the distinguished collectors and cultural benefactors in the United 

States. He compiled a collection of manuscripts, early printed books, and old drawings and prints 

beginning in 1890. In 1924, the library had become too significant to stay in private hands of the 

Morgan family and was presented as a public intuition, making the library and its resources 

accessible to scholars and the public alike. Over the years, The Morgan Library and Museum 

attained rare materials as well as imperative music manuscripts, early children’s books, and 

materials from the last century. Patrons are able to search the online catalog of The Pierpont 

Morgan library via CORSAIR (The Morgan, 2013). 

CORSAIR 

 CORSAIR is single database delivering amalgamated access “to over 250,000 records for 

medieval and Renaissance manuscripts, rare books, reference books, literary and historical 

manuscripts, paintings, and other works of art” (The Morgan, 2013). The catalog holds “about 

95 percent of the Morgan’s holdings” (The Morgan, 2013). CORSAIR functions as one of the 

biggest repositories of medieval imaginings, “providing links to more than 58,000 digitized 

images from the Morgan’s collection of medieval and Renaissance manuscripts” (The Morgan, 

2013). Patrons can leaf through every elucidated folio within a manuscript, or search for 
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individual imaginings by illustration type, place or date of creation, and subject, artist's name 

(The Morgan, 2013). 

 The Keyword/Browse search form permits people “to search for words or exact phrases 

anywhere in the catalog record, use search codes to target specific types of information, or 

browse lists names, subjects, titles, or call numbers” (The Morgan, 2013). People can select from 

seven different types of search: keyword or phrase search, expert search, name browse, name–

title browse, subject/genre browse, call number browse. Keyword or phrase search is a search for 

all words anyplace in the record in any order, or exact phrases, and it is automatically added 

between search terms. Expert search is a search for words or phrases using Boolean operators or 

search codes. Name browse is a search of standardized names and references to variants; the 

result is a list beginning with a search term or closest match. Name-title browse is a search that is 

particularly useful for finding works with many versions and varying titles, or musical works; the 

result is a list that will include all works by given author or creator, sub-arranged by title. Title 

browse is a search of all title fields; the search must begin with first word of the title and must 

match the word order of the title. Subject/genre browse is heading search of standardized subject 

and genre terms, date, cross references, and scope notes. Call number browse is a search of call 

numbers, and the result is a list beginning with the closest call number found (The Morgan, 

2013). 
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 The depth of detail is extraordinary for an online catalog; many records comprise 

synopses of the subject of individual letters, extensive noted about origin, and thorough 

narratives of bindings. Specialized indexes assist researchers to discovery all of the Morgan’s 

holdings connected with a given name, date, or place. For example, with a single search, a 

researcher fascinated in the Renaissance poet Robert Baron can locate records for manuscripts 

and letters in original of an author, early printed publications of novels, first illustrations, 

photographs, and personal assets pertaining to Baron and the time.  Records are given for a 

search result: detailed record, brief record, and MARC record (The Morgan, 2013).  The detailed 

record includes such element as location, call number, book mark, record ID, accession number, 

author/artist, title, published/created, variant title, provenance, associated names, formatted 

place, subjects, and department/collection. The brief record contains such elements as location, 

call number, record ID, accession number, title, published/created, and department/collection. 

The MARC (Machine Readable Record Catalog) record contains descriptions, subject headings, 

call numbers, publication information, author (s), and the Library of Congress Control Number 

(The Morgan, 2013).  
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Evaluation 

For a new user, the Morgan delivers a help page dedicated to using CORSAIR. It submits 

instructions and examples of how to do a keyword/browse search, guided search, search history, 

search limits, search codes, titles list, headings list, cross references, record displays, printing 

and saving. In addition, the help page offers search strategies, search codes, departmental 

research guides, guides to accession numbers, research services, and guides to collections. The 

help page is extremely accessible and informative. If any user, from expert to novice, need 

information on using CORSAIR, it is a click away. By accessing the help page for CORSAIR, a 
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new user can become comfortable with an online search from the comfort of their home; 

therefore, the user can search the invaluable materials offered at the Morgan.  

Conclusion 

 To conclude, The Morgan Library and Museum offers a metadata system called 

CORSAIR for patrons so that they can access material via online. CORSAIR operates as one of 

the largest repositories of medieval image, and it provides links of digitized images from the 

Morgan’s collection. The Morgan affords a help page devoted to operating CORSAIR, 

submitting instructions and examples of how to do searches within the catalog. As an 

experienced researcher or a novice, one can see that the Morgan offers a great experience for 

research abilities to patrons.  
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